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Home Affairs, “Does your Gallery, Museum, Conference Center or Gallery Provide

Childcare?” screenprint on paper, 22 x 30 in (image courtesy Arzu Ozkal and the Elizabeth

Foundation for the Arts)

The Let Down Reflex is essential viewing for anyone engaged with issues of caring
economies, so-called “women’s work,” or the question of living wages for the art
world’s service workers. Smartly curated by Amber Berson and Juliana Driever at
Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts (EFA) Project Space, the exhibition of 11 artists
(including three collaborations) shines an invaluable light on the typically
marginalized task of parenting within the culture industry. Made up of Arzu Ozkal,
Claudia Pederson, and Nanette Yannuzzi, the group Home A!airs has collectively
redefined the phrase “labor of love” by focusing on the fact that female family
caregivers must struggle twice as much to maintain their art careers, even as the
percentage of women represented by galleries, museums, and biennials is decidedly
below their presence in the art world workforce. Home A!airs provides
ceremonial “award letters” crediting those — far too few — art institutions showing
support for families, like EFA Project Space, which encouraged visitors to bring their
kids to the opening of The Let Down Reflex. Scheduled for the afternoon, so that
parents could get their children home early, the opening dissolved into a clamorous
rumpus of young kids amusing themselves at ground level while drab little islands of
staid adults gathered in customary art world conversations. One of these tiny,
energized attendees was artist Dillon de Give’s two-year-old son, Peregrin, who
remained that evening to camp-out overnight in the gallery with his father and who
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Lise Haller Baggesen, “Mothernism”

(2013–16), multimedia installation,

dimensions variable (photo by Michelle

O’Connell, courtesy The Elizabeth

Foundation for the Arts) (click to enlarge)

returned to EFA another day and night as a participant in “By My Own Admission”
(2016), De Give’s “prime time” public art project staging Peregrin’s bedtime
routine before a live audience.

Dillon & Peregrin de Give, “By My Own Admission” (2016), performance and installation,

dimensions variable (photo courtesy Ramsay de Give)

Other works include Lise Haller
Baggesen’s feminist, sci-fi, disco space
“Mothernism” (2013–16), complete
with its own pageant of ceremonial
flags and a swinging hammock several
mothers made good use of during the
opening, and a video pastiche by LoVid
(Tali Hinkis and Kyle Lapidus) called
“Kids at a Noise Show” (2015–16),
o!ering images and sound snippets of
e!orts to manage small children while
also functioning as an artist (or is it
about being managed by children while
trying to function as an artist-parent?).
On the far side of the central gallery
wall is an unassuming research piece,
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Leisure (Meredith Carruthers and Susannah

Wesley), “Conversation with Magic Forms”

(2015), inkjet prints on paper, 22 x 59 in and

74 x 53 in (photo by Michelle O’Connell,

courtesy The Elizabeth Foundation for the

Arts) (click to enlarge)

“Conversation with Magic Forms” (2015), by the group Leisure (Meredith
Carruthers and Susannah Wesley) that visually ri!s on a 1970 illustrated
autobiography by English artist Barbara Hepworth; in it, the famed sculptor’s family
and children appear alongside her abstract, organic forms, suggesting a curious
maternal homology (compare this treatment to that of the virile sculptor Brancusi,
typically photographed with tools or in his studio sans his one unacknowledged
o!spring). Meanwhile, a video by the artist, writer, and organizer Shane Aslan
Selzer, “Horizonlines: Gowanus” (2013–ongoing) presents a series of fixed-camera
shots showing Lower Manhattan viewed from the window of her compact Brooklyn
apartment, with a young child cooing and chirping on the soundtrack. Time speeds
up, slows down, and seems to reverse as multicolored lighting gels and handwritten
notes appear superimposed over the cityscape — the artist-mother’s presence is
clearly operative, though never revealed. And finally, in the middle of the space, we
hear Jacqueline Hoàng Nguyễn’s “The Wages Due Song” (2016), originally written
by a mid-’70s Toronto-based feminist collective, with lyrics that chant, “If women
got paid for all we do / I’ll tell ya one thing that’s true as true / We wouldn’t be free /
but I’m telling you / There’d be a lot of wages due.”

Precedents for service-oriented
practices like this reach back to the
early 1990s, when Andrea Fraser and
Helmut Draxler argued that works of
art had always concealed a certain
degree of service labor, but now this
facet of production was becoming
unavoidable, as value was “consumed
at the same time it is produced.”
Reading this shift in broader, political
terms, theorist Sylvia Federici argues:
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not only has state investment in the

work-force been drastically reduced,

but reproductive activities have been

reorganized as value-producing services that workers must purchase and pay for.

In this way, the value which reproductive activities produce is immediately

realized, rather than being made conditional on the performance of the workers

they reproduce.

Grasping the value added to the discipline of art through the labor of bearing and
caring for children is a process of politicization. By “politics” I mean not only
undertaking informed critical resistance to institutional standards, but also the
imaginative exploration of ideas, the pleasure of communication, the exchange of
education, and the construction of collective, sometimes even fantastic alternatives
within a space illuminated by dissent. This is precisely the activism we encounter in
The Let Down Reflex, whose title refers to the reflexive lactation of mothers that’s
sometimes accompanied by a stab of pain, as well as perhaps the ache of invisibility
associated with nurturing as a service within the indi!erent field of high culture.
When artists and other cultural workers demand day care be provided from an
employer, including even a temporary one such as an art gallery, or when they insist
on recognizing the essential economic role played by the seemingly external and
“natural” labor of reproduction, these are critiques that challenge the norms and
values, both real and symbolic, used to maintain and reproduce the market-driven
art world system. Such developments also significantly complement the important
work of groups such as W.A.G.E., BFAMFAPhD, and Debtfair. For an exhibition
with a militant motherly touch, don’t miss The Let Down Reflex.
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Home Affairs’ “And Everything Else” (2015) installed at EFA Project Space, with remnants

of children’s handiwork (photo courtesy the artists and The Elizabeth Foundation for the

Arts) (click to enlarge)

The Let Down Reflex continues at EFA Project Space (323 W 39th Street, 2nd floor,
Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan) through March 12.
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Shane Aslan Selzer
LISA DENT GALLERY

In her notably assured first solo exhibition, young San Francisco–based artist Shane Aslan
Selzer employed an aesthetic both calculated in its range and instinctual in its use of unusual
materials. At Lisa Dent Gallery, Selzer mined a challenging artistic vein sparked, arguably, by
the likes of Rachel Harrison via a well-choreographed suite of works in a variety of media—
sculpture, photography, video, and print. The show was installed in two rooms, one of which
basked in primarily natural light while the other was dark enough to accommodate an
atmospheric video installation. Both settings demonstrated the artist’s skill at commanding
space and context with an economy of means. The placement of each object also appeared to
have been carefully considered, even if much of the work depended on impulse.
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Included were several sculptures based on niches, perches, and pedestals, most of them mixing
sturdy materials (drywall, plywood) with more ephemeral ones (glass, fishing line, Mylar).
Often, the sculptures’ bases or supports—their rough seams deliberately exposed and
sawhorse forms consciously repeated—are integral to their effect. In the gallery’s lighter room,
a zigzag arrangement of free-standing screens made from lightweight silver-and-gold
emergency blankets housed and connected a number of individual works. The ability to
successfully utilize such unorthodox materials is one of Selzer’s strengths, and in spite of their
evident flimsiness, the objects and their display mechanism immediately commanded the
room.

In portrait looking in (all works 2005), Selzer uses a V-shaped arrangement of screens to
showcase a hand-carved wooden structure that resembles a canoe standing on end. The
combination of elements formed a shrine of sorts, the reflective silver summoning a low-rent,
quasi-religious magic. Adjacent screens further subdivided the room, creating a narrow
passageway in which Selzer placed two other works. One, three birds, is a small plaster blob in
which three beer-bottle caps imprinted with images of fowl are embedded, and which sits on a
shelf of unfinished drywall. The other, portrait untitled, is a large color photograph of
Henriette Wyeth’s studio in San Patricio, New Mexico, other shots of which form the basis of
a handsome artist’s book given away at the gallery. Each of these was subtly altered by its
proximity to the glimmering screens, the ordinary function of which is to absorb or deflect
heat but here served to absorb or deflect the viewer’s gaze. Nearby was pair of workhorses,
two elegant steel forms akin to the titular workshop mainstays. That one of these stands on its
four legs while the other has apparently toppled over doesn’t undercut either the sturdiness of
their construction or their sleek surfaces’ reference to Minimalist sculpture.

In the gallery’s second room were three other works, the most striking of which was horizon,
drawing in blue, a mantlelike structure roughly constructed from drywall with a sheet of blue
glass inclining toward the viewer at a formidably sharp angle. Close inspection reveals that the
glass is anchored by a smaller piece of darker glass wedged beneath it and by two nearly
invisible strands of nylon thread. It seems about to crash to the floor yet remains perfectly
poised, demonstrating an intoxicating tension that pervades Selzer’s entire enterprise.
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—Glen Helfand
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CMA is hosting a Town Hall on Sunday, October 21 featuring Shane Aslan Selzer and

her son Sekou Ross-Selzer as panelists. Shane is an artist, writer and organizer whose

practice develops micro-communities where artists can expand on larger social

issues such as exchange, critique and failure. Get to know her below!

What do you learn from working with young artists?

Working with young artists is always inspiring. Kids are often fearless in how they

visualize the world and harness their imaginations. I learn so much from young artists

about my own curiosity and the ways I pursue it.

What impact do you think kids will have on the future?

A lot of the kids I know are !ercely committed to creating a kinder, more empathetic

society that protects our resources and each other.

What advice do you have for a young artist?

https://cmany.org/classes-and-activities/events/freedom-speech-freedom-create/
https://twitter.com/home?status=https://cmany.org/blog/view/get-know-shane-aslan-selzer/
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https://cmany.org/blog/view/get-know-shane-aslan-selzer/
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Keep Going. Keep Working. Stay open to new experiences and new points of view.

What is the bene!t of making art with other people?

When I make work with other people we are connected through the work we make. It

forces me to articulate my own point of view and asks me to consider other

perspectives.

What is your de!nition of a collective?

When people come together to work collaboratively on an issue or a project. This

generates a greater amount of energy that can grow a project beyond the

individual.
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Shane Aslan Selzer is an artist who is the founding editor of the Social Action Archive

Committee (SAAC), a "exible group of researchers developing new projects using

dormant archives. SAAC is currently developing a new project with Visual AIDS in New

York. Selzer is exhibiting new collaborative work this fall at Tabakalera in San

Sebastian, Spain. Selzer is the Co-Editor of What We Want Is Free: Critical Exchanges in

Recent Art (SUNY Press, 2014) and a part time faculty member in the Fine Arts

Department at Parsons School for Design, The New School University. Her work is

featured in CMA’s current exhibition “Art & Activism: Drawing the Line.” Learn more

at shaneaslanselzer.format.com.

This program is supported, in part, by the Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation, the New

York State Council on the Arts with support of Governor Andrew Cuomo, and public

funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs. CIVICKIDS is sponsored

by Google.

https://cmany.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/DCA_-e1513982043764.jpg
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Artist, writer, and organizer Shane Aslan Selzer is an artist whose practice engages

micro-communities to expand on larger social entanglements such as critical

exchange, critique, and failure. In the past year, Selzer’s collaborative video work has

been exhibited at Tabakalera in San Sebastian, Westfälischer Kunstverein in Münster,

and Julia Stoschek Collection in Berlin. Selzer is the founding editor of the Social

Action Archive Committee (SAAC), whose work has been exhibited at University Art

Museum, Albany NY, and the Children’s Museum of the Arts. SAAC is currently

developing a new project with The Carl George/Ross Laycock/Felix Gonzalez-Torres

Archive at Visual AIDS in New York while in residency at Triangle Arts Association,

Governor’s Island, NY. Selzer is the Co-Editor of, What We Want Is Free: Critical

Exchanges in Recent Art (SUNY Press, 2014), and part-time faculty at Parsons, The

New School for Design.

https://visualaids.org/projects/felix-gonzalez-torres-ross-laycock-carl-george-archive
https://twitter.com/home?status=https://cmany.org/blog/view/parenthood-changed-life-therefore-become-integral-part-approach-work-5-minutes-artist-shane-aslan-selzer/
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https://cmany.org/blog/view/parenthood-changed-life-therefore-become-integral-part-approach-work-5-minutes-artist-shane-aslan-selzer/
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In light of CMA’s 30th anniversary CIVICKIDS campaign, which fosters civic

engagement and shared community pride through art-making, we endeavored to

!nd out more about our neighbors on Governors Island and understand their varied

approaches to working with civically engaged children.

https://cmany.org/civickids
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CMA: Let’s start by telling us about your practice.

SAS: My practice always aims to incorporate and support the realities of my lived

experience. I primarily work with archives as a way to learn from what’s happened

before me and connect it to strategies for moving forward. Parenthood changed my

life and therefore it has become an integral part of how I approach my work.

I will be on a public panel about Caretaking in the Archive at The Center on October

2, 2019 speaking about my work with Visual AIDS and the stakes of bringing private

and personal documents into the public.

CMA: Why a family bike ride? 

SAS: When Triangle Arts offered me a residency, I told them that it would need to be

focused towards both Sekou and my needs and summer ambitions. One of the goals

Sekou had for the residency was to learn to ride a bicycle. Governors Island is a

unique place in NYC for bike riding because there are no cars and the pavement is

smooth and "at. We practiced a few times and it didn’t quite click. Then, we invited

Sekou’s good friend Rime out to the island, and Rime really encouraged Sekou to

pedal fast and keep up with him! It totally worked and was an incredible day of joy

and fun for all of us.

Sekou and many of his friends and cousins helped us make the cyanotypes. Some of

the objects you can see in the images were gifts from classmates or treasures found

on the playground or the walk to school. We wanted to bring everyone together to

celebrate what we made, but when we talked about it, the idea of an exhibition

didn’t feel very fun to Sekou. One thing I’ve been thinking a lot about is the

developmental transition that happens around ages 6-8 from interior magic play

towards exterior experiential play in the world. Many cultures make note of this

transition, an acknowledgment of all the competencies a child has acquired. We

decided to focus on bike riding as an example of this and share our excitement

about this experience with new and old friends. Of course this led to dif!cult

conversations about who can and can’t ride a bike and how to make the event

https://visualaids.org/events/detail/caretaking-in-the-archive
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accessible for people with different skills and abilities. We tried to focus on human-

powered machines, bikes, scooters, strollers, wheelchairs, ways to move yourself or

another body. The ride started at the Triangle Arts Studio so people could see our

cyanotypes without that being the main focus. We rode to the big slides and spent

time moving with gravity before riding back to the ferry.

 

CMA: Would you say that being in a creative environment helps kids deal with
dif!cult conditions in the outside world or even interpersonally?

SAS: Objects hold stories, but can also be surrogates, placeholders for human

experiences, so they can be much less complicated to speak to directly. With art,

looking is encouraged, and questions are always good. There is no right way to think

or feel about an artwork, so it helps us understand our own perspective while sharing
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someone else’s point of view.

CMA: Any advice on having dif!cult conversations with children? 

SAS: Active listening is such an important tool for parenting. No topic is off-limits.

Sekou should feel con!dent that he can ask me (as his parent) about anything that

comes up. Sekou always knows when I’m listening and when I’m distracted. I usually

try to ask questions to prompt further elaboration from him and I always try to use the

basic principles of nonviolent communication. I use this tool kit with my graduate

students at Parsons in group critiques and I !nd that it works well for young children

too. It’s something that gets easier with practice, like most skills.

CMA: What do you mean by nonviolent communication?

SAS: Nonviolent communication starts with learning to separate the kinds of speech
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we use in dif!cult conversations. Direct observations are the starting point. What did

you see, hear, etc? Next comes feelings. How did you feel when that was happening?

Then comes thoughts. What do you think about what happened? Thoughts are where

analysis and judgment come into play. It’s where things get complicated quickly and

conversations can go sideways. Sometimes it’s good for me to slow this part down

and return to observations and feelings. The last piece is the requests and action.

Getting in the habit of knowing the difference between observations, feelings,

thoughts, and actions helps us communicate more clearly with people across our

differences.

Learn more at www.shaneaslanselzer.com and www.triangleartsnyc.org

This program is supported, in part, by the Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation, the New

York State Council on the Arts with support of Governor Andrew Cuomo, and public

funds from the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs. CIVICKIDS is sponsored

by Google.
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